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COHERENCE OF POLYNOMIAL RINGS

B. V. GREENBERG1 AND W. V. VASCONCELOS2

Abstract. The main result is that A [X], the polynomial ring in any

number of indeterminates over a coherent ring A of global dimension two, is

coherent.

1. Introduction. All rings considered here are commutative and have an

identity element. All modules are assumed unital and ring maps take the

identity to the identity. A local ring is a ring with a unique maximal ideal.

A ring is said to be coherent if all of its finitely generated ideals are finitely

presented. In too many ways these rings differ from noetherian rings, most

strikingly in the failure of the "basis theorem": If a ring A is coherent then

^4[x]-the polynomial ring in one indeterminate over ,4-is not necessarily

coherent [11]. Here we show, however, that if the deep structure of the

coherent ring is "sufficiently" rich, then the coherence of the polynomial ring

over A ensues. Precisely, it is shown that if A is a coherent ring of (1) weak

global dimension one of (2) global dimension two, then A[xx, . . . , xn] is

coherent. The proof follows a track opened up by a sharp remark of Gruson

on the use of generic flatness and uses the structure theory of rings of global

dimension two as developed in [3], [10], [12]. A feature of the proofs is that

they do not proceed by induction on the number of indeterminates, but in a

manner to lend credence to the following conjecture: If A[x] is coherent, then

A[xx, ..., xn] is also coherent.

2. Gruson's key remark. Let A be a commutative ring, B an /I-algebra of

finite presentation and E a finitely generated A-module. As in [5, (3.4.6)] we

attempt to determine the nature of U, the set of points in Spec(fi) where E is

A -flat, and whether A admits a finite A-presentation over U. The following

modification of [loc. cit.] was given by Gruson.

(2.1) Proposition. Let A, B and E be as above and let A: A -^ C be an

injective ring homomorphism. Assume Ec = E ® AC is of finite presentation

over Bc = B ®AC. Then the set U of points of Spec(A) where E is A-flat is

open and E is of finite presentation over U.

Proof. Given a point P of U let us find a neighborhood of P where the
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assertion is valid. By restricting Spec(fi) as in [loc. cit.], we can find a

surjection of fi-modules, /: P -> E, where P is of finite presentation and

A -flat and fP is an isomorphism. Since Pc is of finite presentation we may

assume, restricting Spec(fi) still further if necessary, that f®AC is an

isomorphism. We deduce the assertion from the commutative diagram

F->F

I        i
F ®A C -^ E ®A C

where the left vertical map is injective by the flatness of P.

3. Some consequences for stable (= polynomial) coherence. In all the cases

we consider, A is a ring whose total ring of quotients, K, is von Neumann

regular.

(a) A is von Neumann regular. Let / be a finitely generated ideal of

B = A[xx, . . . , xj. Then P = B/I is a fi-module of finite presentation and

E and B are A -flat. It follows from the principle of infinite finite presentation

[4, (11.3.9.1)] that / is finitely presented. This result has also been proved in

[9]-
(b) A is semihereditary. If fi = ^4[x,, . . . , xj and / is a finitely generated

ideal of B, I is .4-flat. Taking C = K in Proposition (2.1) we get that / is

finitely presented.

Thus far we have shown that coherent rings of weak global dimension (=

Tor-dim for euphony) less than or equal to one are stably coherent. The next

order of complexity will be considered in the next section.

4. Rings of global dimension two. Let A be a ring of global dimension two

having total ring of quotients K. Then A is coherent if and only if K is von

Neumann regular [13]. We will show that A[xx, . . . , xj is coherent by first

reducing to the local case and then giving a proof in that situation.

(i) Reduction to the local case. Let B and / be as above. If P is a prime ideal

of B where / is not .4-flat, then;? = A n P is such that A is not a valuation

ring, and so p is a maximal ideal of A [12] and is, according to [10], finitely

generated. Thus V, the set of prime ideals in B where / is not A -flat, is closed

in Spec(B) by (2.1) and the primes in V are finitely generated. As noted in

[14], V is then a Noetherian space and is then the union of finitely many

irreducible components, V = V(PX) u • • • U ^(P„)- Let pt = P, n A and

let J = /?, • • • pn c A. Now J is finitely generated, say J = (/,, . . . ,fm)

(actually J can be generated by three elements [10]), and consider the change

of rings determined by the standard map

A -> A„  X • • •  X A„  X Af X ■ ■ ■  X Af .
P\ Pn J\ Jm

This map is faithfully flat and in a component such as Ay, Iy is ,4-flat (and of

finite presentation).

To complete the proof of the coherence of B, it suffices to see that

/ ®AAp[xx, . . ., xn] is finitely presented over Ap[xx, . . . , xj [2, Chapter I,

§3, Proposition 11]. Thus we need only to prove that if A is a local ring of

global dimension two (necessarily coherent [12]), then A[xx, . . . , xj is

coherent.
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(ii) The local case. Before focusing our attention on the coherence of the

polynomial ring over a local ring of global dimension two, we will prove a

proposition concerning coherence in Cartesian squares. Then drawing upon

the structure theory of local rings of global dimension two, we will apply this

result to the question at hand.

A commutative square of ring homomorphisms

A —-^S

h h

T->D
h

is said to be cartesian (or a pull-back) if A is the product of A and T over D.

Letting^, and i2 be onto and ix andy2 be one-one, we can identify H = ker^

with an ideal in S, that is, H = HS. Assume further that H is a flat ideal of A

and S is flat as an A-module.

(4.1) Proposition. Adopting the format above, if S is coherent and T is

noetherian, then A is coherent.

Proof. Consider the usual ring homomorphism R —> T X S and note that

the image of H is (0, H), so H is an ideal common to A and T X S.

Let L = (a,, . . . , a„) be an ideal in A and consider the exact sequence

(*) Q-> K-> R"^Ll->0

where / takes the z'th unit vector to o, and A = ker(/).

Tensoring ( * ) with S, we get that A <8> S is finitely generated as an

A-module since L ® S is a finitely generated ideal of S and S is coherent and

flat as an A-module. Tensoring ( * ) with T, we get that

0^A®T-*A"^L®7'^0

is also exact since Torf(A///, L) = 0 because H is a flat ideal and A is a

submodule of a free /^-module.

Since T is noetherian, K ® T is a finitely generated T-module so A ®

iT X S) is a finitely generated (77 X S'J-module. However, [15, (1.2)] pro-

vides a descent of finite generation criteria applicable. Thus, A is finitely

generated, so A is coherent.

As shown in [3, (3.4)], if ^4 is a local ring of global dimension two, then A

can be embedded in a cartesian square

A-^Ap

h

Afp-► Ap/p

where /? is a flat prime ideal of A, Ap is a valuation domain and A/p is

noetherian.
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(4.2) Theorem. // A is a local ring of global dimension two, then

A[sx, . . . , xn] (= /1[A"]) is coherent.

Proof. If we tensor the cartesian square above with A [X] we get the

cartesian square

i, ® 1
A[X]-->Ap[X]

i2 ® 1

A/p[X]->Ap/p[X]

where ker(/2 <8> 1) = p[X] and p[X] is a flat prime ideal in A [X].

According to [5, (3.4.7)], ^[A1] is coherent, and since A/p[X] is

noetherian, A[X] is coherent by the proposition.

Combining the analysis in part (i) above with Theorem (4.2), we get

(4.3) Theorem. If A is a coherent ring of global dimension two, then

A[xx, . . . , xn] is coherent.

Drawing upon [2, Chapter I, §2, Example 12] we have

(4.4) Corollary. // A is a coherent ring of global dimension two, then the

polynomial ring in any number of indeterminates over A is also coherent.

5. Similarities and difficulties in Tor-dim two. Here we consider some

aspects of the theory of coherent local rings of Tor-dim two and contrast

them to similiar facets of rings of global dimension two. It will serve the

purpose of pointing out the difficulties in attempting to prove coherence in

polynomial extensions in general. In order to have a proof similiar to that of

§4, a lot more about the structure of rings of Tor-dim two than is currently

known would have to be available.

(5.1) In global dimension two, local rings are automatically coherent. This

is no longer the case in Tor-dim two as the following construction shows-

used by several authors, and particularly by B. Osofsky to provide examples

of local rings of finite global dimensions but with zero-divisors.

Let V be a valuation domain with nonprincipal maximal ideal M. Consider

the cartesian square

A —► V

1 I
V—► V/M

where the maps onto V/M are the natural ones. Then A is the subring of

B = V X V consisting of pairs (a,b) such that a — b G M. Note that A is a

local ring having zero-divisors and maximal ideal N = M X M, N is the

conductor of B in A and A/N —   V/M.

(5.2) Theorem. Adopt the situation above and assume further that gl dim V

= n<°°.  Then

gl dim V < gl dim A < gl dim V + 1.
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Proof. Assume we have shown that wd^ A < 1, and let

(*) o-£->/>„_,->• • • ^Po^I^0

be a resolution for the ideal I of A where A, is ^-projective. To see that L is

also projective, tensor ( * ) with A to get that ( * ) <8> A yields a A-projective

resolution of I <8> B and so [15, (1.1)] applies since N is the conductor of B in

A and A ® A/N is A/N free.

To see that wd^ A < 1, it is enough to show Tor? (7, A) = 0 for every

finitely generated ideal I of A, say / = ((a,,bx), . . . , iam,bm)). If v denotes the

valuation associated to V, by consideration of min{u(a,)} one can conclude

that / = (a, 0)A © (0, b)A for appropriate a, b E V. We can then assume

that / = (a, 0)A and so a resolution of / is

( *   * ) 0 -> (0, A/ )y4 -> /I -» (a, 0>r -> 0.

Tensoring ( *   * ) with A we get

0 -> Tor? (/, A) ^ (0, M)®A^fl^/®A^0.

Letting x £ Tor?(7, A) we may assume x = (0, d) ® (c, 0). Because M is

nor principal, we can write (0, d) = (0,/) • (0, e) for/, e E M. Thus

x = (0,/)(0, e) S (c, 0) = (0,/) (8) (0, e)(e, 0) = 0;

hence, Torf(7, A) = 0.

(5.3) Remarks, (i) If V is a valuation domain with countably generated

ideals (i.e., gl dim V = 2 [7]) with a nonprincipal maximal ideal M, then we

see A has global dimensions less than or equal to three. But it cannot be two

since A is not a domain, so gl dim A = 3.

(ii) Since (0, M) is a flat ideal of A, by examining ( * * ) we see that every

finitely generated ideal of A has flat dimension less than or equal to one.

Since A is not a valuation domain, Tor-dim A — 2.

(iii) Since local coherent rings of finite Tor-dim are domains [1], [16], the

ring A is not coherent. Incidentally, there exist domains of Tor-dim two that

are not coherent.

(5.4) In trying to discover some structural features of a local coherent ring

of Tor-dim two, iA, M), we might, as in [12], examine the vector space

M/M2 over A/M.

(5.5) Theorem. If k is the dimension of M/M2 over A/M, then k = 0, 1 or

2. If k = 0 or 1 then M is not finitely generated. If k = 2 then M can be

generated by two elements.

Proof. Observe first as in [8], [121 that A is a GCD-domain since every
doubly generated ideal, (a, b), has a resolution of the form 0 —> A -* A2 -> (a,

b) -> 0. If M is finitely generated then k =£ 0 or 1 since A is neither a field nor

a valuation domain.

Suppose X,, x2, x3 are three elements of M, with at least one of them not in

M2. If they are linearly independent modulo M, a minimal resolution of the

ideal 7 they generate is of the form 0^>/l2->/,3—»7-»0. By Burch's

theorem [6, p. 148], 7 would be generated by the 2 X 2 minors of the matrix

for <b and would lie in M2.
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(5.6) Remark. Note that for anyy G M \ A/2, A/(y) is a valuation domain

since (y) is a prime ideal, y being indecomposable in a GCD-domain and

Tor-dim A/(y) = 1 [8].

(5.7) Examples, (i) Let V be a valuation domain with maximal ideal TV and

let A = V[x\xNy Note that A is coherent [5, (3.4.7)], and Tor-dim A < 2.

Since the maximal ideal of A, M = (x, N), is not flat, A is not a valuation

domain so Tor-dim A = 2. We have that k = 2 or 1 according to whether TV

is principal or not.

(ii) (a case where k = 0) Let P be a field and consider the sequence of

polynomial rings F[x,y] c P[x1/2,y1/2] c P[x1/4,yl/4] c • • • and let 5 be

the union. Note that each of the rings is free as a module over the preceding

so 5 is coherent and Tor-dim S < 2. Let A be the localization of S at the

origin, so Tor-dim A < 2 and A has maximal ideal M = M2. The elements x

and y are however without a common divisor other than a unit. Thus ^4 is not

a valuation domain so Tor-dim A = 2.

(5.8) Remark. A key fact used in §4 was that in a ring A of global

dimension two, for a nonmaximal prime ideal, Ap is a valuation domain. This

is no longer the case in rings of Tor-dim two as the first example above

attests. This seems to be a main reason for the failure of attempts to show the

coherence of A [x] for A coherent of Tor-dim two.
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